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Sweety Snowman Gift Card Box 
Adapted from www.splitcoaststampers.com 

 

Stamps: 

10914LC Sweety 
Snowman #2 Clear Set 

 

Cardstock & Paper: 
Heavyweight White 
Dark Green 
Glossy Metallic Gold 
Patterned Paper 
 

Other Supplies:  
Black Dye Ink Pad  
Alcohol Ink Markers 
⅛" & ¼" Scor-Tape 
Bone Folder & Ruler or 
Other Scoring Tool 
Shaker Confetti/Sequins 
& Beads  

 
Foam Tape or Dots 
1¾" & 2" Circle Punches 
or Dies 
2⅝" Scalloped Circle 
Punch or Die 
Decorative Label Punch 
Ribbon 

1. Cut a piece of 9" x 7" heavyweight (such as 110# cover/297 GSM or greater) white cardstock. On the 9" 
side, score at 1", 4", 5", and 8". 

2. On the 7" side, score at the 1" and 6". 
3. On the 9" side, make a 1" cut inward on each of the score lines (at 1", 4", 5", and 8"), just up to where the 

score lines intersect as shown. Repeat for the other side of the panel to make six square flaps. 
4. Place two or three pieces of ¼" Scor-Tape on each of the six square flaps, but do not remove tape liners 

yet. 
5. Turn the panel over and fold inward along all of the score lines. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Pull the tape liners, and bring the tabs toward the side flaps to form a box with an attached lid. 
7. To make the gift card insert, cut a piece of 7" x 5" gold cardstock. On the 7" side, score at 2¼", 3½", and 

4¾". 
8. Fold the cardstock in half along the middle score line. Punch a hole in the folded center with 

the decorative label punch. (The punch should only go halfway in along the fold.) 
9. To make the gift card slit, turn over the cardstock to the reverse side. Draw a pencil line across the short 

width of the cardstock at the 3¾" mark. Then make a mark along the pencil line ¾" inward from each 
side.  
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10. Cut a slit on both sides of the punched label just to the intersection of the pencil marks. (To make the slit 
wide enough for a gift card, cut on either side of the pencil line and then nip off the narrow strip of card 
stock that remains in between.) 

11. Pre-fold the insert piece along the remaining score lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12. Place ¼" Scor-Tape along each of the short ends of the insert piece and remove tape liners. Adhere the 
insert to the inside of the box, making sure the side with the slit faces up. Insert a gift card into the slit. 

13. Decorate the outside of the box with ribbon (this will help the box stay closed) and 
other embellishments. 

14. Optional: This box has enough space near the inside front (approximately 1" x 1" x 5") to hold some 
candy in that area. Cut a 1" x 5" strip of cardstock and adhere 5 Hershey’s kisses or other small wrapped 
candy to the strip with small glue dots. (A roll of Rolos wrapped in cardstock or patterned paper also 
looks nice.) Adhere the strip of candy kisses to the inside front of the box. 


